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Ouark Counting R~les at Large P J. · 

Observed deviation from the dimensional quark counting 
in high P J. hadron production and the scale breaking phenomena 
in deep inelastic lepton scattering are related. Experimental 
results on inclusive large P J. production in terms of the screening 
of canonical Pi4 quark behaviour are explained. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory 
of Theoretical Physics, JINR. 
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As is known, dimensional quark counting 111 gives 
the power law asymptotics of the wide angle binary pro
cesses and e.m. form factors in fair agreement with ex
periment. The same arguments applied to the high Pl 
hadron production provide the canonical P.14 scaling for 
inclusive cross secti9ns. Such a behaviour contradicts,• 
however, to the recent experimental data on high Pl 
production. 

It appears that the observed deviation from the dimen-. 
sional p-

4 
• reflects the scale breaking phenomena in 

deep inetastic lepton scattering. Particularly, results 
of the analysis121 allow one to relate in an analytical 
way the power law exponent N versus the scale breaking 
parameters and establish the role of the different non
scaling regimes of quark distributions at different va
lues of x- and Q2 -variables. This demonstrates how 
the observed experimental results on high P.l particle 
production can be explained as a certain screening of 
the canonical P.14 quark behaviour*• It is convenient 
to represent our results for. the inclusive cross section 
Eda/ d 3p(AB ➔ C +X )~ P~N(xR) in the following t:able 

* We do not review here various attempts to the inclu
sive oower analysis, made since Tbilisi Conference. See, 
e.g., 73/. · 
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pp ➔ C + X 
XR ~ 0 XR -1 

p-4(1H O ) p-(4+q) 
J_ l 

C = 7T "o=a+3/8c ( 1 =4(a +b+c/2) 

meson production N = 4.0 N :::8.0 

C=P f o=a+3/8 b f 1 = 4a +6 b 

baryon production N -:..4,5 N ::9.0 

C = j fo = a fl =4(a+b) 

jet production N >..,3.0 \1=7.0 

(1) 

Parameters a J b J C entered in the expressions 
(1) specify the scale breaking in the quark (gluon) distri
bution and decay functions known from the deep inelastic 
lepton scattering data 141 

F(x Q2 )- (Q 2;Q2 )-fp(x) 
' 0 

D(z,Q2 )·- (Q2/Q2
0
)-f77(z) , 

f (x )=a+ bx 
p 

f (z)=CZ· 
7T 

(2) 

The pattern of f
77
(z) refers to the experiments on had

ron distribution inside the jet, produced in pp-collision 
at different P trigger·· 

Using the standard arguments of the hard scattering 

· " " qq➔qq " 2 -N 
model (d a I dt ( ) - s - ) the extra P -l- powers arise 

gg ➔ gg 

from the averaging procedure of the nonscaling Q2 -de
pendence of the hadronic structure functions * 

* We do not consider here the quark internal k.1 -ef
fects, which could give rise to some enhancement in 
p-N S f /5/ -1- ee, e.g., re . . 
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Edac/d

3
p~<P..l. >Y1Y2 ..l. (3) 

Here the function f is specified by nonscaling expo
nents in structure function. For the rr -production case 
we obtain: 

- 2 
f(l/2 [1+ xt X2 -(1-x) Y1Y2 

. xl x2 +(1-x)(xly2-x2yl) + (1-x )2 y 1 y 2] ,x. + (1-x)(yl +Y2 )): 

C 

,2f (1/2[1+ X1X2-(l-xfy1Y2 
p - 1) + 

x1x2+ (1-x)(x
1

y
2

+x y )+(1-x.)2y y 
2 1 · 1 2 

+r (x+(l-x)Cy 1+y)). 
7T N 

(4) 

where x 2 = -t/s =-x..J../2 ctg0/2, x1 =-u/s=-x ..J.. /2 tg0/2, x
1
+x

2 
=X 

and y 1 , y 2 .are the integration variables. 
Thus, integral < P1r > depends parametrically on 

the external variables x = xl /sine= x R , e and can be 
reduced for the physically interesting cases of small 
and threshold values of x . Consider now two extreme 
cases. 

A. WEAK SCREENING LIMIT ( x - 0) 

This case corresponds to the small x ..l. (x) range and 
is specified as approach to some boundaty quark trans
verse momenta P ..l. ~ Pl for increasing and sufficient 
large energies ,Js. fn this limit eqs. (3), (4) give 

77 3 - 4(1Ho) 
Eda /d p -.c 0 P.l , (5) 

"i-0 

where £ 0 = 1/2 f (0, y1 + y2 ). 
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i.e., are defined by the scale breaking effects near the 
orifin and correspond to the small deviations from the 
PJ. _behaviour . 

B. STRONG SCREENING REGION (x ➔ x thr. ) 

In this limit characterized by the threshold region of 
x .l. = sin0 variable or x R ➔ 1 (neglecting the. masses), 
anbmalous P .1.. -dependence from nonscaling effects can 

. provide maximal deviations from the canonical value 
N =4, seen now in the available FNAL-ISR range, i.e., 

Ed TT Id 3 p -(4 Ht ) 
a ' p -=.--+ cl .L 

x ➔ l (6) 
t 1 =2f(l,1). 

Thus. eq. (6) corresponds to an increa~e in power ex
ponent N-4 = ( 1 . Generally speaking, the nonscaling 
behaviour of the quark distribution (and decay) func
tions, which define the precise form of the (6) and (5) 
limits could be obtained within AF gauge theories as the 
effect of different gluon corrections. In the framework 
of QCD, however, there is no self consistent method for 
the perturbative calculations of higher orders, and we 
restrict ourselves to the phenomenological ansatz (2). 

This pattern of empirical scale breaking is not rela
ted, however, with the AF predictions of logarithmic 
Q

2 
-dependence for the vW 9 (x) -moments, but is still 

applicable (numerically) as - a guide to the recent deep 
inelastic experimental data. These· power behaved brea
king terms, in principle, can play a role of transient 
phenomena, and the right asymptotic region can be con
sidered as the change of regime (Q 2 )-a ➔ (lnQ 2 )-a. 

SOME CONCLUDING REMARKS 

i) As was previously mentioned, the case of the weak 
screening (5) should be valid at rather high energies of 
colliding hadrons and fixed final P 1 ::: P ...t ~ 1 +2 GeV /c, 
i.e., x .L ➔ o. This interval of the transverse momenta 
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could be associated with the passing to the high · P.1 · 
regime in production cross sections. This phenomenon 
is already seen in cosmic ray data 161 and has support 
in the available. accelerator energy range. For instance, 
there is some evidence from data analysis on the basis 

. of radial scaling 171 at x R-• O and world data analy-
sis 181 . A similar transition region manifests itself also 
in the fixed angle elastic cross section 191 at the small 
!ti ·values (corresp. Pl ~ 1.7 GeV/c)in accordance with 
the exclusive-inclusive connection 1101 . 

ii) In the case of the m_edium x..1. range, averaging 
between the strong and weak screening limits provides 
the resulting values of power law exponent N which are 
less than 8 for meson, and 10 for baryon production, res
pectively, It should be noted that the results of the world 
data analysis 181 support the absence of the stable values 
N"" _8 (12) for rr , K , (p ±) -,production cross sections. 
Besides, some evidence of the decreasing character of 
exponent N comes from' ISR experiments arid prelimi
nary data of CCOR, CZS groups 1111 , where N ,,,6.5 for 
mesons. 

, , ' ' 

iii) We should like to emphasize that the weak dec-
rease in N (0) dependence for the small values of pro
duction angle· 0 in sense of eq. (4) *, reflects the trend 
of the high P .L experimental data 1 81 and is similar to 
the behaviour of the corresponding elastic cross sections 
showing the smaller values of ·N excl (k~ s•Nexcl) for smaller 

. . 113/ dt fixed angles . 
Finally, we notice that the approaching at very high 

energy the canonical· quark-jet regime P.L 4 does not 
contradict· to rigorous asymptotic bounds 1141 derived 
by Logunov and Mestvirishvili in the theory of inclusive 
reactions. 

-------------------- -Nett 
*Note, that the effective power analysis P .i. could 

mix all these effects, and the corresponding results can 
be considered only in the sense of average values 112~ 
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